
Hearty Rise Spinning rod 
Rock&#039;n&#039;Force 2 702UL 2,14m 1,0-
8,5g

Hearty Rise

Product number: HR-781835

Extremely light high-end rods for ultra light fishing.

Weight: 0.077 kg
359,00 € * 359,00 €

Hearty Rise Spinning Rod Rock'n'Force II: Ultralight Fishing 
Experience

The Hearty Rise spinning rod Rock'n'Force II represents the next level of ultralight fishing. This high 
performance rod is a spectacular product that exceeds all expectations in terms of lightness, sensitivity and 
power. A must have for any fishing enthusiast looking to take their angling to a whole new level.

Revolutionary technology

The second edition of the Rock'n Force impresses with innovative improvements. The former solid tip has 
been replaced by a wafer-thin, continuous blank without sacrificing sensitivity. An absolute masterpiece, 
which was achieved thanks to elaborate engineering work.

First-class specification

The Rock'n Force II scores with high-quality features that leave nothing to be desired: SNVC, 4Axis, Fuji 
SIC with Titanium Frame and Fuji Seat. Due to the first-class materials and the innovative technology, this 
spinning rod achieves a sensationally light weight and convinces with an extreme performance.

Suitable for different types of fish



Whether for ultra-light sea fishing, perch or trout fishing - the Rock'n Force II is the perfect choice. Its high 
sensitivity allows you to feel even the most timid bites from the fish. And with its powerful backbone, even 
capital salmonids can be tamed effortlessly.

Modern design

The Hearty Rise Rock'n Force II spinning rod is not only a highlight in terms of technology, it also looks 
good. Its simple, elegant outfit, skilfully accentuated by red highlights and an ergonomically shaped EVA 
handle in black, sets stylish accents on the water.

Discover ultralight fishing on a whole new level with the Hearty Rise Rock'n'Force II spinning rod. Make 
your fishing trips an unforgettable experience!

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=f0ac973ce327fa9791ea9046e2466720

